CHORUS:
I Love the Earth
I Love the Sky
I Love this day we shared together
This day will pass
And so will I
But the Earth and The Rocks will live forever

Verse 1:
Sittin’ here with you
Nothing much to do
Sing a song and pass the time away
How the time flies by
Oh how fast we grow
How nice it is to know
That we’ll always have today

CHORUS

Verse 2:
My Brother is a Bird
My Sister is a Butterfly
My Mother is the Earth
My Father is the Sun
What a happy crew
Oh what a lot to do
Sittin’ back and counting the stars one by one

CHORUS

Verse 3:
Sure there’s wind and rain
Watch it make things grow
Huddle by the fire and warm your soul
Throw another log on
Say a prayer of thanks
Plant another tree and make your world whole

CHORUS